The lack of integration between simulation and Computer Aided Design (CAD) has limited the use of simulation in many facilities planning projects until now. In the past, the simulation modeler was given a facility layout drawn with a CAD system. Using this
clicking on a list box containing machines in your model and then clicking on the machine icon in the facility layout. Another way is to draw a box around the machine icon on the translated layout and define that region inside the box as the location for the machine.
Other logical linkages that need to be completed are actual paths for parts, unit loads, mobile resources such as shop floor personnel, cranes, AGVS, robots, and conveyors. Once again, most simulation\ animat ion software with a CAD interface provide graphical ways to assign paths and conveyor segments of the model to the images on the imported layout, If the converted tile is in vector form, lengths of transporter paths and conveyors can be manual entry of simulation model.
maintained. This may eliminate distances for movement in the
Step 3) Completing other pertinent information for the animation The final step in completing the animation is to define graphical depictions of dynamic entities during the simulation.
Such questions as how do we show 10 parts queueing up in an area, where does a part show up on the machine icon when it gets there, what entity icon should be displayed during and after the assembly operation if the model has an assembly operation with 3 types of subassemblies being assembled into one final assembly, need to be answered to complete the model. Other features such as definition and display of various orientations for dynamic entities, display of dynamic counters and graphs, display of changes in machine states using color codes are also helpful in making the animation realistic and meaningful during the simulation.
The three steps described above for interfacing CAD with simulation provide significant productivity improvements for generating animations over the old brute force approach. The time to create or modify custom made icons is eliminated.
In addition, any changes to the CAD drawing can be immediately transferred to the animation layout. Users of the new integrated approach have reported 2-10 times reduction in total simulation project time over the old approach for animation development.
Other benefits of the integration of CAD with simulation are high quality, accuracy and realism of the graphics and animation.
LET' S NOT LOSE SIGHT OF SIMULATION OBJECTIVES.
Interfacing CAD with simulation can provide significant productivity improvements as long as the overall objectives of a simulation study are kept in perspective. As Conway and Maxwell state, modeling is undertaken to guide one in making changes in the real facility or in the design of a new facility.
If a modeling exercise does not suggest some improvement in the real factory, it is more likely a failure than a testimonial to the perfection of the real thing. The fact that we have a CAD drawing of an entire facility layout in a computer should not lead us to temptations to build a model of an entire factory at once, at least not at the beginning.
A simulation model, to be useful, does not need to provide a one-toone corresponce between the real facility and the model of the facility. Such important factors as the time to build a model, the time to run it, the time to conduct experiments with it and the time to undertrmd and explain the results must be taken into account before developing a full-scale model of a facility. He is a member of IIE and SME.
